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https://www.webtoons.com/en/challenge/hana/list?title_no=308543&webtoon-platform-redirect=true



https://vimeo.com/493466484



For You by Tatsuro Yamashita
a music review by Mattia Paganelli     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ijMDQgvW0o&list=PLPS633otAXzhe-7CoL_QfNuIjcwxVebyh
During lockdown, since I’m a musician, I decided to expand my musical taste a bit and started 
listening to a Japanese genre called city pop. It’s a genre of music that originated around the 80’s 
when many Japanese people started to get radios for the rst time. From this, many artists began to 
make their own music based on what they heard from the West and this sprung a distinct sound make their own music based on what they heard from the West and this sprung a distinct sound 
that a lot of people can distinctly say is city pop. Perhaps the biggest artist to come from this genre 
is Tatsuro Yamashita, a man who is openly incredibly inspired by Western funk and jazz; his albums 
show this fact clearly. One of, if not his most popular albums came in the form of 1983’s ‘For You’ 
where he captures the exact vibe that you can see on its uniquely colourful album cover.
From the very start you’re thrown into the genre of city pop with the amazing opening track 
Sparkle. Starting with a simple guitar riff and then exploding into a frenzy of slap bass, thumping 
drums, and an intense horn section.This is then followed by Music Book, which is comparatively far drums, and an intense horn section.This is then followed by Music Book, which is comparatively far 
more relaxed track, with it almost feeling like you’re lying on the sand of a beach enjoying a nice 
drink with its laid back but still jazzy and catchy instrumentation. 
After a short vocal interlude (of which there are quite a few but they’re short and sweet) it is
followed by Morning Glory which is a bit more of a slow track but still 

has the distinct feeling I personally can only 
describe as “summer-ish” (it’s backing vocal chord progression is also used in a 
certain popular video game series so that’s a fun fact.)  After this we’re followed by Futari which is a certain popular video game series so that’s a fun fact.)  After this we’re followed by Futari which is a 
quite excellent ballad, and it really shows Tatsuro’s vocal chords. Moving onto the B-side, we’re 
presented by possibly my favourite track on the album Loveland, Island which just has such groovy 
bass and such a great groove that I can’t help but nod my head the entire track as well as making 
me feel like I’m surng or something of that sort (I’ve never been surng.) The next track once again 
is a very funky track although slightly less than the previous track. This is then followed by Hey 
Reporter where Tatsuro’s voice is quite distorted, but the rhythm guitar, bass, and drums still keep Reporter where Tatsuro’s voice is quite distorted, but the rhythm guitar, bass, and drums still keep 
a good groove going. We’re then presented the nal track Your Eyes where for the only time in the 
album the entire track is in English. It denitely feels like a nal song when you hear it and is so 
distinctly 80’s it hurts yet is still an almost perfect end to the album. Overall, funky is the ultimate
word to this entire album. I’d denitely recommend this album to anyone as it’s super easy to like 
at least one of the tracks in it. It unfortunately isn’t on any streaming services, but you can nd the 
whole album on YouTube by just searching the name and artist. You could also buy the album whole album on YouTube by just searching the name and artist. You could also buy the album 
physically if you so please, but I wouldn’t recommend it unless you enjoy the album what with 
my vinyl costing me around £79 and a CD costing around £40. Denitely still an album worth 
listening to though and I hope you enjoy it!
  of slap bass, thuming on the hich is a bit more of a slow track but still has the distinct feeling I personally can only describe as “summer-ish” (it’s backing vocal chord progression is also used in a certain popular video game series so that’s a fun fact.)  After this we’re followed by Futari which is a quite excellent ballad, and it really shows Tatsuro’s vocal chops. Moving onto the B-side, we’re presented by possibly my favourite track on the album Loveland, Island which just has such groovy bass and such a great groove that I can’t help but nod my head the entire track as well as making feel like I’m surng or something of that sort (I’ve never been surng.) The next track once again is a very funky track although slightly less than the previous track. This is then followed by Hey Reporter where Tatsuro’s voice is quite distorted, but the rhythm guitar, bass, and drums still keep a good groove going. We’re then presented the nal track “Your Eyes” where for the only time in the album the entire track is in English. It denitely feels like a nal song when you hear it and is so distinctly 80’s it hurts yet is still an almost perfect end to the album.



KAYSHA LEWIS music page 
Needed ( sonder son ) Brent faiyaz
This song was released in October 2017 as part of the sonder son 
album.  Needed is a song that tells a story about how Brent was 
taken for granted and wasn’t loved as much as he is now. The 
person ( perhaps a girl ) acts like she has always been there for 
him and always believed in him however Brent has already moved him and always believed in him however Brent has already moved 
on and is focusing on himself and his music.
Brent faiyaz used to be part of a group called  Sonder followed by 
producers dpat and Atu. The trio released songs on Soundcloud 
where they got their success with over a million plays seemingly 
over night. The term Sonder has been noted as well for its relation 
to other people, its denition meaning "the realization that each 
random passerby is living a life as vivid and complex as your own.”random passerby is living a life as vivid and complex as your own.”
The album sonder son is an introduction to Brent himself. It’s an 
audio - biography of the manifestation on the word “sonder”.

For me personally, I can somewhat relate to this song as I used to 
go to a very toxic school with very toxic people who would only 
appreciate me when I had something to give them. It also helps 
me have an insight into being in the eyes of the people which is 
quite interesting to me as I’ve always wanted to be a singer or quite interesting to me as I’ve always wanted to be a singer or 
make a name for myself somehow.   https://youtu.be/QoWMq5a94xU
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